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John Purton and Greg Owen started designing and 
making surf boards as teenagers in Wales; John in 
the Mumbles and Greg in Porthcawl.

John Purton was the joint owner of Wave Graffiti 
surfboards through the 80’s and 90’s, supplying 
boards to professional surfers on the ASP 
world tour and, it seemed at the time, about 
80% of the surfing population of Wales. After 
the surf product boom of the 90’s John set up 
JP Surfboards, regarded by many as the best 
surfboards to come out of a European shaping 
bay.

Greg Owen has owned No Limit Wetsuits since his 
early twenties and is known for being the 8-time 
Welsh surfing champion and producer of the 
finest bespoke wetsuits available.

I met both John and Greg in the mid 90’s. I was 
unusually tall, stick thin and wanted to surf as 
much as possible.

Being an unusual shape but with access only 
to stock surfing products, I became a regular 
visitor to both John and Greg for surfboards and 
wetsuits.















I met Greg for the first time, as many people did, while 
standing in my pants next to a calor gas fire in his 
original workshop situated in a lane at the back of a 
residential street in Porthcawl.

Greg takes over fifty measurements to ensure the 
perfect custom fit so there is plenty of time for small 
talk in what feels like a slightly bastardised version 
of what you might expect of a Saville Row experience. 
Even with today’s range of fits and high stretch 
materials, wearing a 100% Sheico (the best neoprene 
on the market) No Limit suit for the first time is a 
revelation, especially if you are like me - not a regular 
shape.

I already knew of Greg from his wins at the Welsh 
open competitions and regular pictures of him in 
the UK surf media. He had become somewhat of an 
underground sports celebrity in Wales. During the 
90’s and 2000’s if you saw Greg in the water, he was 
instantly recognisable by the revered Quicksilver 
sticker on the nose of his board. Very few pro surfers 
had the QS sticker and the validation/exclusivity was 
obvious to any surfer.

If you visit one of the more easily accessible surf 
spots around Porthcawl on a weekday and at the 
right stage of the tide its very likely you are going to 
see Greg fitting in a surf just minutes away from his 
workshop.













I met John at the new Wave Graffiti Store in 
Swansea when I was 21. This was boom time for the 
surf industry and the shop was bright and busy and 
full of the logo mania product of the day. Being a 
newly built steel and glass pyramid structure, the 
store looked incredibly optimistic and futuristic 
against the post-industrial backdrop of Swansea.

At the age of nineteen, I went to South West 
France for two months of surfing. I was completely 
unequipped with only a naïve idea of what the sport 
was about: physically, culturally and emotionally. 
There were exceptionally good waves for the 
majority of the trip and I was baptised in a malaise 
of near drowning experiences, nudist beaches and 
the odd excitable character drawn to the incredible 
draw of the ocean and the rich surfing culture.

During this time, I became aware of Wave Graffiti, 
known for the cutting-edge high-performance 
boards that had built a reputation in Europe. but 
they were also a symbol of something that did not 
immediately associate itself with this new exotic 
environment, Wales.

To an impressionable teenager from South Wales, 
the brand represented something different and 
unique: a black sheep from less than perfect 
surfing conditions in South Wales that revelled in 
the opportunity to take its passionate attitude and 
individualism to almost surreal new shores of South 
West France and beyond.

So, with all this in mind I was slightly in awe when 
meeting John for the first time given his reputation 
and my fandom. As it turned out we talked about 
board shapes, trends and designs and a host of 
other related subjects as if he had all the time in 
the world. John became a friend and has been 
consistently generous with his time during my 
regular trips to the factory over the years which, 
to a fellow designer and craftsperson, are like a 
grown-up version of Christmas day with amazing 
toys for adults!







Collaborations have become one of the most 
popular marketing strategies in the last few years 
for brands jointly hoping to gain recognition in each-
others’ commercial demographics.

MAKE is a brand that produces all clothing and 
accessories out of high tech surplus materials, 
so when considering who to approach a working 
arrangement it was critical that it had to be on an 
ethical basis.

When looking at the wetsuit and surfboard market, 
it became clear that although there are options for 
organic materials, face to face exchanges between 
producers and purchasers is rare due to web sales 
dominating the market.

What was on offer with JP and No Limit was an 
opportunity to build a prescriptive relationship with 
craftsmen that could not only result in a perfectly 
fitting wetsuit or surfboard but also provide ongoing 
support for repairs and subsequent purchases. This 
does not happen with online purchases.

For the MAKE collaboration, we focused our 
attention on re-use of materials. For surfboards, 
we designed a range that could be used in many 
different conditions reducing a ‘quiver’ down to 
bespoke fundamentals suited to the surfer and their 
most surfed spots.

For wetsuits, we created a series of accessories 
from neoprene remnants that could be used in and 
out of the water together with a summer jacket for 
UK surfing as well as wild swimming, coasteering 
and SUP use etc.

John and Greg have created and refined their 
products to the highest possible standards for over 
twenty years and offer a truly unique service and 
craftsmanship level that is extremely hard to find in 
any form of manual product creation.

It is my unique privilege to have peers that are 
also friends who operate at such a rare high level 
while continuing to remain down to earth with a 
completely customer-centred approach to their 
work.

MAKE would like to thank John and Greg for being 
their all-time craft/design heroes and agreeing to 
making our first collaboration happen.

MAKE DO AND MEND

All pictures were made in Wales just 
before the COVID-19 lockdown.

The 5 mile rule meant you could not surf 
unless you lived next to the beach.
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